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Outline itinerary 

Day 1 Fly to Biarritz and transfer to Burgui 

Day 2/5 Daily programme of Wildcat-tracking 

and birding excursions 

Day 6 Fly UK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Departs 

March 

Focus 

Scanning for Wildcat, plus birds and other wildlife. 

Grading 

Grade A. Easy day walks only. 

Dates and Prices 

See website (tour code ESP29) or brochure 

Highlights:  

 Watch for Wildcats from strategic viewing 

points in a Pyrenean valley  

 Good chance of Lammergeier, White & Black-

backed Woodpeckers plus Wallcreeper 

 Visit Pyrenean canyons home to Golden Eagle, 

Chough, Eagle Owl & Crag Martin  

 Led by expert naturalist guides 

 

Sunset over Navarra 

Citril Finch  

Wildcat 
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Introduction 
 

Whilst natural history tour groups have 

traditionally based themselves in 

neighbouring Aragon when visiting the 

Spanish Pyrenees, we found ourselves smitten 

with the delights of the autonomous region 

of Navarra when researching our popular 

spring tour, ‘Birds and Wines of Navarra’. A 

more recent reconnaissance additionally 

brought to our attention an unusually 

obliging population of Wildcats, relatively 

frequently observed, together with a 

mouthwatering selection of birds, amongst 

them Lammergeier, both White-backed and Black Woodpecker, and Wallcreeper. When set against the 

sparkling late winter backdrop of the snowy Pyrenees, with Common Cranes and Honey Buzzards 

migrating north for the spring, we found it a combination too good to resist! 

 

This tour to Navarra offers you a range of little-explored Spanish habitats and their associated wildlife 

with some first-class hospitality, hearty mountain food washed down with local wines and, with luck, a 

sighting of a Wildcat together with a range of impressive birds and scenery. 

 

NB. Please note that the itinerary outlined below offers our planned programme of excursions.  

However, adverse weather & other local considerations can necessitate some re-ordering of the 

programme during the course of the tour.  Any such changes will always be done to maximise 

the best use of time and weather conditions available. 

 

Day 1           Fly Zaragoza/Biarritz and to Burgui 
 

We depart London Stansted on a direct flight 

to Zaragoza or Biarritz from where we have a 

two hour drive to our Pyrenean base at 

Burgui. En route, we will stop for at least one 

leg-stretch with the possibility of seeing 

Black-shouldered Kite as we pass through 

some good sites for this special bird. 

 

We base ourselves for 5 nights in a charming 

little hotel in the village of Burgui (all rooms 

with ensuite facilities), in the centre of the 

village. 

 

 
 

Wallcreeper 

Naturetrek group in the Navarran Pyrenees  
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Days 2-5               Navarran Pyrenees 
 

Wildcats are exceedingly difficult to observe in the British Isles, our subspecies Felis silvestris grampia 

being confined to the most inaccessible corners of the far 

north and west of the Scottish Highlands. Severely 

threatened by hybridisation, some reports fear less than 100 

animals remain in the wild. In Spain, however, Wildcats are 

widespread. Although never easy to see, they thrive in the 

untamed areas of the country, having benefited from the 

recent widespread movement of Spain’s rural population into 

the cities, leaving much of Spain’s rolling and sometimes 

mountainous interior virtually uninhabited.  

 

The area in which we have been watching Wildcats in Navarra 

centres on a strip of rough pasture at the base of a broad 

Pyrenean valley. Horses graze here, and ancient shepherds 

clothed in ubiquitous blue overalls and flat caps attend to 

their daily business. Where mice thrive, we hope the Wildcats 

won’t be far away. The cats are most active in the first hour 

after dawn and in the hour preceding dusk. During these key 

periods, weather-permitting each day, we will hope for a 

Wildcat sighting by scanning for this enigmatic predator from a strategic viewpoint using telescopes. 

 

During the rest of our time in Spain, we will focus on the forested limestone gorges and uplands of 

northern Navarra, together with the higher slopes of the north-western Pyrenees. The latter will likely be 

covered by extensive snow at this time of 

year, and warm winter clothing will be 

necessary. Crossbills are very common and 

easily observed in the extensive conifer 

forests, and we will also look for loose winter 

parties of Snowfinch and Alpine Accentor 

opportunistically on the look-out for titbits. 

At any given moment a Lammergeier can 

appear in the sky above our heads, and 

exceedingly close views are a possibility at 

some stage during our stay. Planning our 

daily activities around the prevailing weather 

conditions, the French ski resort of La Pierre 

Saint Martin should allow for close views of Citril Finch and Snowfinch. 

 

The forested limestone gorges of Navarra play host to the adrenaline-fuelled sport of canyoning in the 

summer months. However, we will be content to admire the varied and fascinating scenery, looking out 

for Golden Eagles, Peregrines, Choughs, Crag Martins and Eagle Owl. We will also go in search of 

Wallcreeper, one of the most sought-after of all mountain birds. A denizen of the high Pyrenean rock 

  Alpine Accentor 

Roncal Valley 
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faces where they breed in summer, they descend in altitude during the harsh winter, often taking up 

residence on man-made rock faces such as dam walls or on church spires. We will visit a handful of 

locations in search of this beautiful bird; a mosaic of fluttering grey, black, burgundy and white. 

 

The extensive beech forests in upland Navarra 

support a variety of woodpeckers including 

Black and White-backed and we’ll be making 

efforts to track these two sought-after species 

down during periods away from the Wildcat-

scanning.  

 

The Common Crane and Honey Buzzard 

migration may well be underway by the time 

we’re in Spain, and we’ll be looking for cross-

Pyrenean migration from some elevated 

viewpoints which offer magnificent vistas 

across the snowy peaks.   

 

Our four full days in the mountains will be planned flexibly as we aim to make the most of the prevailing 

weather conditions. Each evening we can look forward to a hearty Spanish meal in our hotel’s 

restaurant, all washed down with some excellent local wines. 

 

Day 6                Zaragoza/Biarritz – London 
 

After one final excursion this morning (a final stab at Wildcat if we haven’t been lucky thus far), we must 

reluctantly pack up and leave the tranquility of Burgui and our charming hosts. The drive back to 

Zaragoza or Biarritz airport will take around two hours, enabling us to comfortably catch our flight back 

to London. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Grading 
 

Grade A/B. We will undertake mainly gentle walks which will be easy to moderate in nature, though one 

or two tougher optional walks may be offered, especially in the pursuit of woodpeckers which may 

involve walking over snow. Our pace will generally be slow, as we look for Wildcat, birds and other 

wildlife. Wrapping up very warm will be a prerequisite.  

 

Weather 
 

We have chosen March as being an ideal time for this tour as daylight hours start to extend and 

Wildcats become more active as the winter snows melt. We expect variable mountain weather although 

Wildcat 
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at this time of year extensive lying snow is expected and appropriate warm winter clothing will be 

necessary. 

 

Focus 
 

Mainly trying to see Wildcat, along with birds, especially target species absent from the UK, together 

with other wildlife.  

 

Food & accommodation  
 

All food and accommodation is included in the price of this holiday. We’ll be based in a small, 

comfortable and peaceful village hotel. 

 

How to book your place 
 

 In order to book your place on this holiday, please give us a call on 01962 733051 with a credit or debit 

card, book online at www.naturetrek.co.uk, or alternatively complete and post the booking form at the 

back of our main Naturetrek brochure, together with a deposit of 20% of the holiday cost plus any room 

supplements if required. If you do not have a copy of the brochure, please call us on 01962 733051 or 

request one via our website. Please stipulate any special requirements, for example extension requests 

or connecting/regional flights, at the time of booking. 

 

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/

